Lesson 5: Candid Critter Food Web
Food Webs Summary:
Organisms belonging in different groups interact in a variety of ways by competing for
resources (competition), working together (symbiosis), or by eating one another (predation).
Oftentimes some of the most straightforward organismal relationships to study are predation
relationships. These relationships between predators (animals that naturally prey on others)
and prey (animals that are hunted and killed by other animals for food) form links that make up
a chain of nutrient and energy exchange known as a food chain. Although a food chain is most
simply a record of what an organism eats, it should be viewed as an exchange of energy and
nutrients through predation activities, where each new level of energy transfer is called a
trophic level. For example, a simple grazing food chain goes like this: The sun provides plants
with energy. Plants use that energy in order to produce their own nutrients and grow. Because
they are able to produce their own nutrients for growth and function, they are known as
producers or autotrophs. Plants serve as food for some animals such as rabbits. The energy
from the sun, that was converted into energy and nutrients in the plant now serves as energy
and nutrients for the rabbit. Because rabbits are unable to produce their own nutrients from
the sun and must eat plants in order to obtain nutrients and energy for growth and function,
they are known as heterotrophs or consumers. Since rabbits are the first organisms to eat
producers (and eat nothing else) they are known as primary consumers, which are organisms
that only eat producers. Rabbits also serve as a source of energy and nutrients for larger
organisms such as foxes or large birds and the chain continues. Foxes and large birds are
considered secondary consumers in this food web since they eat the primary consumer(s).
Eventually, the chain extends up to an organism that is a top predator and is not eaten by
anything else. This predator is generally known as a tertiary or quaternary consumer. As a
general rule, about 90 percent of the available energy in each trophic level transfer up to this
top predator is lost due to heat, movement and metabolic processes. Consequently, food
chains tend to be short and few top predators are present in ecosystems because of the
significant energy loss between trophic levels. Once top predators die naturally, the nutrients
locked up in their body tissues, are recycled by plants and decomposers and made available
again to other living organisms. Thus, the cycle of nutrients and energy transfer within the
ecosystem continues. Frequently, it is difficult to isolate a specific food chain in the
environment (and which animals qualify as a primary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary
consumer), because organisms feed on many different species of animals. As a result, scientists
use food webs, which consist of interlocking and interdependent food chains, to describe the
realistic predation relationships that exist in ecosystems.
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Food Web Notecard Answers
Sun
Producers (9)
Grass
Dandelion
Wildflower
Tree
Cattails
Lettuce
Blackberries
Clover
Fern
Primary consumers (8) - Note: Some animals may be in multiple categories depending on
what they eat. For instance, coyotes can be both a primary consumer by eating fruits and a
tertiary consumer by eating red fox pups
Eastern Cottontail
White-tailed Deer
Cotton Rat
Eastern Gray Squirrel
Beaver
Muskrat
Woodchuck
Elk
Chipmunk
Secondary consumers (7)
Wild Boar (and primary)
Virginia opossum (and primary)
Northern Raccoon (and primary)
Eastern Red Bat
Silver-haired Bat
Black Bear (and primary)
Grey Fox (and primary)
Red Fox (and primary)
Bobcat
Tertiary consumers (6)
Coyote (and primary and secondary)
Red Wolf
Hunter

Supplemental Activities:
Project WILD connection activities:
● What’s For Dinner: This activity prompts students to investigate food webs by listing and
analyzing sources of food for different organisms. The objective is for students to
generalize that all animals, including humans, are part of an interconnected cycle of
energy and nutrient transfer and as a result are directly and indirectly dependent on
plants and other animals as energy and nutrient sources.
● Owl Pellets: Students examine owl pellets in order to reconstruct a simple food chain
and predict food sources consumed by the prey of the owl.
● Energy Pipeline: Students learn how and why energy disappears with each increase in
trophic level. They contrast energy transfer and the recycling of nutrients and
understand the role of each trophic level plays within ecosystem dynamics.
English Language Arts
● Informational Essay: Have students compare and contrast different approaches to
wildlife data collection. Students will highlight the pros and cons of camera traps and
make an argument defending a particular approach supported by a few reputable
sources.
Math
● Students will calculate energy flow (and dissipation) through ecosystems by completing
the following problems. The problems linked need to be adapted to the skill level of
each grade.
Social Studies
● Informational Project: Have students write up a short essay or create a short
presentation to share with the class about wildlife around the world (or around in other
spots in NC) what might we see if cameras were set up in other countries. Students can
use eMammal website to explore different projects. Students may also investigate
wildlife management techniques in other countries to understand the implications of
global interactions, the effectiveness of cooperative efforts, how human- environmental
actions shape quality of life, and the importance of civic participation in wildlife matters.

